by on 2012-08-17
I have been a patient of Dr. Duncan since relocating to Charlotte 11 years ago. My
recent visit; like all previous visits, was as pleasant as a dental cleaning/check-up can
possibly be. Trish is a very talented hygienist - no pain! She is so personable that I
feel like I'm catching up with an old friend when I see her. Dr. Duncan is excellent and
I would recommend him to anyone. He manages to do a great job without arrogance rare in medical/dental professions these days. Thanks!!!!!!!

by on 2012-05-17
My 4 year old son had an excellent dental experience with Tara Moore (we LOVE
her!) and Dr. Duncan. I look forward to having my daughter's first cleaning with this
practice once she turns 3. Thank you!

by Kevin Boruff on 2017-04-16
Dr. Duncan and his staff are so friendly and professional. I would recommend him to
anyone.

by Susan Jaquin on 2017-04-12
I was very impressed with my first visit at Dr. Duncan's, as everything was explained
and I felt completely comfortable with the care and concern for my oral health. The
team is very profressional, knowledgeable, caring and welcoming. Thank you so
much for making this experience so relaxing and pleasant!

by Cassandra Godfrey on 2017-04-09
My experience with Dr Duncan & his staff is always pleasant.

by Phillip Daugherty on 2017-04-06
Great

by Robert Norman on 2017-04-05
Staff and doctor are professionals make you feel like you are what they are there for

by Samantha Coffey on 2017-03-31
My experience here was perfect. The incredible staff at reception went out of their
way to make sure my insurance was on board, and the hygienist and dentist were
incredibly kind and informative. So glad I found them!

by Joan Loomis on 2017-03-29
I've been coming to Dr Duncan's office for over 9 years. It has always been a
pleasant experience. A very unusual situation in many cases. Every staff person
knows me and greets me by first name when I arrive. That puts one at ease right
away. My hygienist is up to date on info from my previous visit and asks relevant
questions re: my dental problems, etc, since that visit. Dr Duncan and I have good
and humorous conversations. Thanks for asking. Joan A Loomis

by William Langan on 2017-03-23
Excellent experience. Caring honest dentist.

by Patsy Baker on 2017-03-15
Dr. Duncan and his staff are the best! They listen and are always willing to help.

by Kathy Davidson on 2017-03-14
Very nice staff and excellent hygienist and dentist. Attentive and explaining everything
thoroughly. Highly recommend!

by Anon on 2017-03-13
Michelle did a great job. She alerted me to some better ways of taking care of my
teeth. I appreciated the information.

by Sharon Kautz on 2017-03-02
Excellent service

by Anon on 2017-03-01
Dr. Duncan and his staff are phenomenal! If you are looking for a professional,
knowledgeable, and caring dental office then look no further. I recommend Dr.
Duncan and his staff! Awesome place to be!

by Anon on 2017-02-28
This office is extremely efficient and timely at every visit. Everyone is so friendly and
welcoming and accommodating to all members of our family. We love our dentist!

by Vincent Schaub on 2017-02-23
Professional, friendly care always provided.

by Phillip Hall on 2017-02-22
Your appointment time is your appointment time! Very friendly atmosphere.

by Anon on 2017-02-17
Everyone was very friendly and helpful. The hygienist and Dr. Duncan were thorough
in answering my questions and they did an excellent job with my cleaning and exam.
My family is new to this area and we were looking for a dentist. So glad we found Dr.
Duncan!

by Anon on 2017-02-15
Extremely friendly and efficient staff. The wonderful hygienist who helped me was
incredibly warm and very thorough. Dr. Duncan was also a delight. For the first time in
my life I don't think I'll dread the dentist!

by Calvin Davis on 2017-02-10
was satisfied with my visit

by Frances Sikso on 2017-02-03
this is a difficult time for us but your patience has made it much easier. thanks for the
help in that matter.

by Joan Anelli on 2017-01-31
I hate going to the dentist! I am one of those many whom get anxious and panic
attacks. If you have that problem, Dr Duncan is your man. He made me feel calm and
the work he did on me was painless. I am so happy I switched dentist. I have my
mother going to him now and also my husband and 2 grown sons will be switching
over to him also. He has a lovey clean office, and his staff is wonderful. I recommend
him highly. Thanks you again Dr. Duncan and staff see you in 6 months!

by Cynthia Sweeney on 2017-01-28
Professional, friendly, on time

by Anon on 2017-01-27
Everyone was very kind and Dr. Duncan was extremely patient with my dental needs.
I appreciate the office and Dr. Duncan.

by Erin Harmon on 2017-01-25
Great experience! Dr. Duncan is a wonderful dentist!

by Sally Goodfellow on 2017-01-18
I have always enjoyed going to Dr. Duncan. He is truly dedicated to dentistry at its
best. I have great confidence in the care he provides.

by Joan Anelli on 2017-01-12
Very conmfortable atmosphere, the Dr Duncan and his staff are wonderful ....so much
happier there than with my previous dentist office.

by Anon on 2017-01-12

The whole office was wonderful!

by Peter Nelson on 2017-01-12
I was a new patient that needed an extensive cleaning and had limited time. Sandie
did a wonderful job trying to get as much done as possible. I will definitely
recommend your office to my friends and customers. It is equally convenient that your
office is located two floors above my eye doctor. Thanks again.

by Stephanie Lally on 2017-01-06
The staff and doctor were knowledgeable, had excellent bedside manor, and took the
time to explain my plan of care and interventions to keep my teeth healthy. I felt at
ease and in good hands.

by Michelle Myers on 2016-12-21
My family has been going to Dr. Duncan for 15 yrs. My daughter is almost 19 and we
all started going when she was 3. It's all she's ever known. He's wonderful!

by Brynda Gerhards on 2016-12-18
Easy appointments, qualified and efficient assistants and Dr. Duncan is great at what
he does. Brand new offices with the latest tool.

by Steve Vanhoy on 2016-12-16
Outstanding great service

by Frankie Gammon on 2016-12-15
I highly recommend. DR Duncamn and his staff..

by Andrea Argente on 2016-12-15
Dr. Duncan is kind, honest, knowledgeable, and has the training and education from
the top notch schools. We couldn't have asked for a greater family dentist. I want to
emphasize that he is kind, truly! He's been our dentist for over 10 years and we love
him and his staff!

by Nancy Thibodeau on 2016-12-15
Best dentist ever: gentle, thoughtful and most important knows what he's doing!

by Lonnie Rush on 2016-12-14
VERY ATTENTIVE HYGENIST. SHE WAS EXTREMELY HELPFUL AND
UNDERSTANDING OF WHAT I NEEDED TO HAVE DONE. WAS VERY
METICULOUS WITH MY TREATMENT AND VERY KIND.

by Janice Stevens on 2016-12-09
This was my first appointment with Lake Norman Dental and I was referred by my
friend, Stephanie Reinhart, who is a patient. Changing dentists is a big decision and I
was so glad to get this referral from my friend. I was very pleased with my visit; with
everyone involved and I would certainly recommend Lake Norman Dental. Thank you
Donna, Terra and Dr. Duncan for making me feel as if I had been coming for a long
time.

by William Axline on 2016-12-08
Service was punctual and everyone we met, from the appointment on the phone to
the check out at the desk was friendly and helpful, patiently answering all questions
and explaining any detail. I felt like I was in very competent hands and my only
surprise was that they could schedule follow-up appoints so quickly. And that was a
very good surprise!

by Seth Todd on 2016-11-26
The staff is very pleasant and always on time.

by Anon on 2016-11-26
Very friendly, professional and knowledgable staff. They took time to answer all our
questions and did so with a smile. We just moved to the area and found out dentist!!

by Frankie Gammon on 2016-11-23

Great visit - see ""ya'll" in May

by Anon on 2016-11-18
I have been seeing Dr. Duncan for over 15 years and it is still a positive experience.
He knows how to take care of my teeth.

by Carl Rizzo on 2016-11-17
Very courteous, professional attention -- as always.

by Scott Gardner on 2016-11-15
Very friendly and professional. Never had my teeth so clean. Thanks Scott

by Christopher Grandberry on 2016-11-10
Great bunch of Folks to work with! Great all around Dentistry

by Lillian Brammer on 2016-11-09
Everyone makes you feel comfortable and welcoming. No waiting. Beautiful office

by Jennifer Brammer on 2016-11-09
Everyone so very nice. Beautiful setting.

by Dan Elsass on 2016-10-28
Very easy

by Anon on 2016-10-21
An excellent dentist!

by Robert Norman on 2016-10-19
Excellent great bedside manners in other words realize you are the patient

by Randy Brooks on 2016-10-14
I am 70 years old. I have been to a lot of dentist over the years. Dr. Duncan does the
most thorough examination I have ever had. He has also done a couple of crowns for
me and they are perfect. You can actually chew with them. He is friendly, personable,
and knowledgable. I have recommended him to many of my friends and they are as
satisfied as I am. HIs staff is friendly, helpful and consistently exceeds my

expectations. They will look at your insurance coverage and tell you want to expect. I
appreciate all of them. I just wish I could say this about all of my medical care
providers. Well Done!

by Ted Tierno on 2016-10-09
Great job as always!

by Kendyl Bradley on 2016-10-07
always a good experience, love the new office

by Joseph Casey on 2016-10-05
Very pleasant. Michelle was very educational (as was Dr. Duncan) when i asked
many questions. Staff was friendly and pleasant. Great experience!

by Vanessa Cates on 2016-10-04
Great experience.

by Charmaine Roach-Moses on 2016-09-29

Great, as usual! Friendly front office. Love my hygienist & Dr. Duncan is the family #1
choice for dentistry.

by Anon on 2016-09-27
Best around. Wouldn't hesitate to refer.

by Peggy Vandoren on 2016-09-23
This was our first visit and my husband and I found Everyone very welcoming, friendly
and helpful. Our dental hygienists did a fabulous job on both of us. Dr. Duncan was
explained our issues in layman's terms and showed us the pictures to back up what
he was explaining. We will be back

by Ted Tierno on 2016-09-18
As always great experience! Thanks!!

by David Resech on 2016-09-16
Dr. Duncan, The cleaning that I just came in for was fabulous. My teeth have never
been so clean, and seem to be 50% whiter. That's with just a cleaning. I am very
pleased with your practice, and plan to stay with you always. David

by Kathy Auten on 2016-09-16
I am a problem waiting to happen and have been since I was about 3 years old. My
teeth just are soft and therefore I have lots of visits to the dentist every time I have
something done a problem will happen but Dr, Duncan just keeps on working thru
never giving up.

by Kathy Davidson on 2016-09-13
Great staff, great experience - overall would recommend Dr. Duncan and his practice
to new folks in the area. They are all helpful and have experience and you leave with
a good feeling about services rendered.

by Hugh Vaughan-Williams on 2016-09-12
excellent results with kind and caring treatment. Best dentist we've been to in 20
years!!

by Antonio Cuevas on 2016-09-09
always a great visit to Dr. Duncan's office. the staff is very friendly and professional.

by Benjamin Baldwin on 2016-09-08
The location and atmosphere was very comfortable and inviting, as you almost feel
like you're at home. This combined with a very perfossinal staff made for a great
experience. I also noticed this office uses the lastest and greatest instruments to help
make cleanings more comfortable and less painful. I strongly recommend using this
dentistry over the major cooperation feeling companies...

by Thomas Masten on 2016-09-08
Doctor Duncan is a great dentist. He is very helpful when a patient should have a
dental question. His staff is top shelf and are also very helpful. We've been seeing
Doctor Duncan since we moved to Huntersville 6 years ago from New York.. He
recently moved to a beautiful very close to his old location, check it out you'll be
impressed.

by Thomas Masten on 2016-09-03
All the workers in Dr.Duncan&lt;s are very nice and have been very helpful. Dr.
Duncan is a great dentist, the best I've ever been to see.

by Michael Adler on 2016-08-31
Courteous, efficient and very professional

by Sharon Kautz on 2016-08-21
Always a great experience. Everyone is always friendly and professional.

by Austin Story on 2016-08-10

Great experience! We were greeted as soon as we walked in the door. Everyone took
the time to make us feel at home. Dr. Duncan was very personable and took the time
the discuss my sons issues and how to take care of them. We never felt rushed. This
was one of the best experiences we have ever had.

by Anon on 2016-08-10
Dr. Duncan is the best! I rave about him so much that my husband is going to switch
to him.

by Evelyn Abello on 2016-08-02
I would give Dr Duncan 5 stars!!He is s pain free Dentist.

by Brenda Watts on 2016-07-28
Love the staff and Dr Duncan. I've had many problems, pain and expense trying to
get to get a back tooth repaired. I came to see Dr. Duncan and hopefully he has
solved the problem. He and his entire staff are awesome. They take time and
especially patience in explaining what is wrong and their recommendations. I fell so
blessed to have found them.

by Evelyn Abello on 2016-07-28
Dr Duncan is an honest person respected by my family. I love how he takes the time
to explain any problems.

by Linda Lucas on 2016-07-26
The staff is friendly and helpful. Dr. Duncan is awesome. He's informative, explains
each process as he works and very gently. Makes sure the treatment is as painless
and stress free as possible

by Brandon Mahler on 2016-07-20
My visit at Jc Duncan dentistry was Fantastic , staff are all very friendly, the
experience was quick and painless. Will always come back and def recommend to a
colleague

by Evelyn Abello on 2016-07-14
I am very pleased with the service.most of all the honesty of Dr Duncan!! Thank you.

by Sally Goodfellow on 2016-07-13
Excellent! Dr. Duncan is highly skilled.

by Sandra Whitten on 2016-07-12
Staff and Dr. Duncan always pleasant and professional. My husband an I have been
a patient of Dr. Duncan for 19 years.

by Cynthia Sweeney on 2016-07-07
Prompt professional service.

by Carolyn Vass on 2016-06-30
Explains everything well. Would highly recommend.

by Brenda Watts on 2016-06-29
I liked the professional way they all treated. Dr. Duncan and his assistant, Susan,
explained everything very clearly. I had a lot ot trouble with my prior dentist, and he
was very helpful helping understand what needed to be done to correct the problem.

by Cynthia Sweeney on 2016-06-23
On time, professional service.

by Anon on 2016-06-23
treated with dignity and respect by entire staff. all questions answered and plan of
action/options discussed

by Judy Kidd on 2016-06-18
I had a positive experience with Dr Duncan as always.

by Frankie Gammon on 2016-06-17
I highly recommend Dr Duncan and his staff for your dental care

by Cassandra Godfrey on 2016-06-16
Dr Duncan is a great dentist & goes the extra mile for his patients.

by Nancy Thibodeau on 2016-06-16
Dr. Duncan is wonderful and so is his staff. My husband and I have been going to him
for almost 11 years and can't imagine a nicer, more talented and thoughtful dentist
than Dr. Duncan. He is a man of high integrity, who does excellent dental work. We
both always recommend him to anyone needing a good dentist.

by Jackson Ennis on 2016-06-16
Dr. Duncan is such a friendly dentist. He works well with my kids. The office staff is
wonderful with scheduling. We especially love Mrs. Donna!

by Vincent Schaub on 2016-06-16
Professional friendly service. I would highly recommend Dr. Duncan & his staff. Also, I
love their new location.

by Steve Vanhoy on 2016-06-13
OUTSTANDING

by Jean Ray on 2016-06-12
5 stars, great atmosphere and service

by Anon on 2016-06-10
Great Dentist & staff... Very beautiful & super clean office. Friendly and extremely
professional. Dr Duncan is very caring and gentle. He has a great approach to
dentistry. I am extremely happy to have found them. The hygienists are also top notch
and gentle yet thorough. I've been in the dental field for a long time and it isn't easy to
find a great dentist, staff & office. I have only good things to say with an A+ rating.

by Anon on 2016-06-07
Great people with wonderful attitudes.

by Sandie Gaines-Beddard on 2016-06-03
Great staff. Great Dentist. Always the best dental care.

by Carolyn Weaver on 2016-06-01
My initial visit to Dr. Duncan's office was very pleasant and efficient. I was particularly
pleased that they (Dr. Duncan, the hygienist, and the office manager) took the time &
made the effort to address my questions in a way that considered what would work
best for me -- insurance coverage and timing, how we could arrange procedures so
they would be most beneficial and not have to repeat anything, etc. I would definitely
recommend Dr. Duncan.

by Nereida Perez on 2016-05-24
it was great as always

by David Guzman on 2016-05-22
Great

by Mary Tyler on 2016-05-22
i felt like family! The entire staff was so caring. Dr Duncan made me feel hopeful that
with a good plan my dental problems can be improved. I was looking for a dentist that
would take a real interest in me as a person and I found it with Dr Duncan

by Kathleen Jaeck on 2016-05-21
Another stress-free successful visit!

by David Burton on 2016-05-19
Love the new facilities. Too much echo is the only negative. At least 25 percent of
every room should include some type of sound absorbing material to help hamper the
path of sound waves and reduce echoes. In addition to window treatments, rugs, wall
coverings and upholstered furniture, try decorating echoing rooms with soft
accessories. Acoustic foam is another sound hampering option if you prefer a more
minimalist style without all of the furniture and accessories. You use sound absorbing
foam to place on top of tall furniture and storage items, such as cabinets . These help
stop echoes while not distracting from the decor.

by Jeff Aston on 2016-05-19
A co-worker recommended me and I couldn't be happier. Super nice people, very
efficient office, no 20min sitting in the waiting room (although the waiting room is very
nice!), neither tech nor dentist are too rough on your teeth, and they don't try to push
extra products on you. I'd gladly recommend Dr Duncan to my friends!

by Kathleen Jaeck on 2016-05-05
I'm not a fan of dental care in general, having had bad experiences as a child, but Dr.
Duncan and his staff have always made my visits as pleasant and productive as
possible. The new office is spacious and beautiful. Highly recommend them.

by Linda Lucas on 2016-04-29
Michael gave me the best teeth cleaning I've ever had. She was very thorough!
Thank you Michelle!

by Cynthia Sweeney on 2016-04-27
Professional and helpful. Appointment was on time.

by Cindy Knox on 2016-04-21
Great visit as always (once I found the new office); Dr. Duncan and his staff are
friendly, efficient and professional with their clients

by Patsy Baker on 2016-04-06
Love the new office - very fresh!

by Joan Anelli on 2016-03-30
I was glad to meet everyone that I did on my 1st appointment. The staff was
wonderful, and Dr Duncan was very kind and understanding. The rest of my family
will be switching to Dr Duncan.

by Julie Resech on 2016-03-30
The earphones worked magic - everything worked out well and was so quick. Thanks!

by Amy Carson on 2016-03-25
Wonderful staff!! Everyone is friendly, makes you feel at ease and Dr. Duncan is the
best dentist!! I no longer fear the dentist anymore!

by Hayden Merklein on 2016-03-25
As always, friendly, on time, efficient and professional.

by Charmaine Roach-Moses on 2016-03-23
This was my first visit to Dr. Duncan's office. The front desk staff was very friendly
and I absolutely loved my dental tech "Sandy". Dr. Duncan has great bedside manner
and I felt very comfortable. I highly recommend this dental office.

by Matthew McKenzie on 2016-03-23
Great as always! Quick, efficient and overall solid job by Dr Duncan and staff

by Alexis Bowland on 2016-03-22
Welcoming place to go! Great service!

by Lyudmila Cheban on 2016-03-18
I like come to this office, very sweet people and a wonderful job!

by Joan Loomis on 2016-03-17
I've been Dr Duncan's dental patient for almost 9 years. My experiences with all of his
staff, and Dr, has been consistently professional and thorough. It is pleasing and
comfortable to know that all who are associated with Dr Duncan's practice are there
to help in every way. Thanks for the opportunity to express my gratitude for making a
visit to "the Dentist" a pleasant one over these past years.

by Cassandra Godfrey on 2016-03-09
Great service as always

by Kathy Davidson on 2016-03-05
The entire staff is very friendly and efficient in their roles. Dr. Duncan thorough and
knowledgeable. The new location is lovely. All in all - a great experience!

by Eric Davidson on 2016-03-04
A new but very professional experience provides a relaxing environment. Dr. Duncan
has a paint brush in hand and a tool pouch to tune-up the newest of equipment, short
tubes for H20 won't do. Laurie, mid-western, can continue to mining here in NC with
ease and comfort for you.

by Michael Adler on 2016-02-24
As new residents of NC we were hoping to find a Dentist that had the same
credentials, compassion and professionalism as the Dentist we had in Virginia. We
have found that in JC Duncan.

by Emily Ennis on 2016-02-23
Your office is wonderful. We especially love Donna!

by Alison Burke on 2016-02-18
DR and Assistant are very compassionate about the patient and their comfort. Having
many health issues, I am grateful for their compassion and extra steps to make me
feel comfortable.

by Sharon Kautz on 2016-02-17
Always a friendly comfortable visit

by James Bozian on 2016-02-05
Dr. Duncan is the best dentist I have ever been to. I can't recommend him enough
and Donna and staff are as skilled and nice as can be. My teeth have done nothing
but improve and I trust him implicitly. To top it off, he laughs at my jokes and let's me
make fun of his braces. Extreme thumbs up for Dr. Duncan and staff.

by Anon on 2016-01-29
The staff is really nice and I haven't had a positive experience with a dentist in some
time. I really appreciate the staff and their honesty and patience with new patients

by Mike Thibodeau on 2016-01-26
professional, friendly and as enjoyable as a trip to the Dentist can be Highy
recommend this practice

by Andrew Lippa on 2016-01-19
Very pleased with service but disappointed that I have to come back for set of x-rays.
My wife scheduled both appts at same time and she got her x-rays done at that visit,
why wasn't I given the same amount of time when scheduled.

by Phillip Daugherty on 2016-01-19

It was a breeze.

by Sandra Whitten on 2016-01-11
Professional and kind.

by Hollie Sims on 2016-01-10
The staff was very friendly and made me feel comfortable. Dr. Duncan was very
informative and very friendly.

by Anon on 2016-01-05
I enjoyed my visit and had great conversation!

by Terry Grice on 2016-01-05
Very professional and friendly. Would recommend to anyone.

by Eric Davidson on 2015-12-17
A Professional approach with a unique team effort will serve you well. Wonderful
recommendation for other professionals offer a full service of dental health.

by Nancy Thibodeau on 2015-12-17
Best dentist EVER! Thorough and gentle. Excellent care.

by Andrea Argente on 2015-12-17
Dr. Duncan is a superb dentist. He's educated in one of the best universities which is
a great comfort. More importantly, he is honest, caring, gentle, and knowledgable. He
will recommend the best care even if it means less business for him. Staff are equally
nice and accommodating. I would highly recommend Dr. Duncan to everyone.

by Kim Davis on 2015-12-17
Excellent service. The staff are prompt and very friendly. I enjoy the friendly
atmosphere and care I receive each time I attend my appointments.

by Vincent Schaub on 2015-12-17
Professional & courteous attention. Makes going to the Dentist stress free. Would
highly recommend Dr Duncan & his staff.

by Beth Riehl on 2015-12-10
Great and friendly service

by Steve Vanhoy on 2015-11-20
Great service and great staff

by Dorothy Hedrick on 2015-11-20
Staff is very friendly and kind! Dr Duncan is super nice and very gentle. If anyone has
had a bad dental experience you will truly appreciate his skills and kindness!

by Donald Makela on 2015-11-13
Susan was excellent, she explained everything throughout the procedure.

by Phillip Daugherty on 2015-11-13
My dental hygienist is the best. Thanks

by Angelica Karalus on 2015-11-12
Very friendly and fast service!! Explained and answered any questions I had. Thank
you

by Reginald Hairston on 2015-11-08
Great customer service and very convenient!

by James Deason on 2015-11-06
Never had a bad experience at this office, every body always smiling and friendly,
plus very professional

by Louis Robertella on 2015-11-04
Dr. Duncan AND his staff are patient, courteous AND knowledgeable. Every person I
dealt with took their time to answer all of my questions and set forth explanations that
were easy to understand. I highly recommend Dr. Duncan and his staff !

by Tim Poff on 2015-11-03
Appointments are always on time. Lauri has a great personality and helps sitting in
the seat a little more enjoyable.

by Donald Makela on 2015-10-30
Excellent, place very clean, staff followed infection control measures, staff very
professional.

by Kathleen Jaeck on 2015-10-30
Positive experience, as usual.

by Patricia Buraglio on 2015-10-28
I appreciate you guys working with me and helping to decrease my drives to
Huntersville.

by Doreen Joyce on 2015-10-27
Always a pleasure.

by Lillian Brammer on 2015-10-27
Friendly, clean and comfortable environment Live Dr Duncan and the staff

by Jessica Slabaugh on 2015-10-21
Great doctor and staff! Everyone is friendly, knowledgeable, and professional.

by Carol Steen on 2015-10-16
As always, the staff was highly professional, warm, and wonderfully helpful in
providing service plus dental health recommendations!

by Dan Elsass on 2015-10-09
Pleasant, professional experience

by Anon on 2015-10-07
I had Zoom whitening done and the results were great. i can't believe how white my
teeth are now. So excited. It was very easy and Susan did a awesome job. Thanks

by Joseph Casey on 2015-09-30
Everyone was professional, knowledgeable, helpful, and attentive. Very comfortable
:-)

by Matthew McKenzie on 2015-09-23
Great experience. Friendly, professional, knowledgeable and most importantly, in and
out in less than 45 minutes. Highly recommend.

by Vincent Schaub on 2015-09-22
Professional, appt right on time. I appreciate when that occurs. Patients time is also
valuable. Never any complaints with Dr Duncan & staff.

by Donald Jensen on 2015-09-15
Always a good experience, something I never dreamed I would say about a visit to
the dentist office.

by Kristine Malaski on 2015-09-12
Great People. Modern equipment. On time appointments!! Had not been to the dentist
in almost 5 years and hated getting my teeth cleaned because it would hurt for days
after. Had to go 2 days to get all the plaque off my teeth but because of the modern
equipment no pain at all. Can't attest to fillings since I have not had a cavity since the
age of 12. Also did not push any extras on me although I am now in invisalign
because of shifting teeth which is something I brought up when asked if I had any
issues I wanted to talk about. Offered to just do a retainer to stop the shifting. Did a
free invisalign scan and put no pressure to get them. Everyone seems genuinely
friendly and sincere!

by Anon on 2015-09-04
Dr Duncan and his staff are always friendly and courteous. I love Donna at the front
and Tara makes cleanings stress free and painless ! Love them , highly recommend !

by Cassandra Godfrey on 2015-09-02

Dr Duncan & his staff are Awesome as always!

by Julie Resech on 2015-09-01
Excellent, as always!

by Nancy Lasker on 2015-08-19
Thank you Tara, for the PAIN FREE cleaning! Nancy

by James Deason on 2015-08-18
Been seeing Dr. Duncan for several years now, never had any problems. Everyone
from Donna at the front desk on back are always friendly and smiling, they treat you
like people not just an appt. or customer

by Anon on 2015-08-14
The people who cleaned my teeth were nothing short of amazing! Friendly staff. Dr.
Duncan is always so awesome! And they also referred me to the BEST doctor to get
my wisdom teeth removed. I couldn't ask for a better dentist.

by Emily Ennis on 2015-08-14

Everyone in this office is wonderful. They are so responsive, friendly and helpful. I
was able to schedule quickly. Donna is so nice. I was able to pay over the phone. All
of the staff is wonderful!

by Jackson Ennis on 2015-08-04
So nice and friendly. Staff scheduled us in quickly to Be ready for braces. We love
Donna!

by John Ason on 2015-07-23
Have been a patient for 8 years.u

by Miles Fulghum on 2015-07-21
Great experience! Friendly staff.

by Anon on 2015-06-17
Love love love this office. Great staff and very honest doctor!!

by Lisa Sterling on 2015-06-16
Staff is wonderful.

by Patricia Buraglio on 2015-06-16
Always willing to work you in for emergency needs.

by Anon on 2015-06-02
Great office ...professional and welcoming!

by James Deason on 2015-05-20
I have never had a problem of any sort at Dr Duncan's office. Plus all the staff is
always greeting you with smiling faces

by Kim Davis on 2015-05-06
Excellent service from a caring staff. No delays, prompt attention and very friendly
group. I enjoy my dental visits.

by Phillip Daugherty on 2015-04-28
Nice visit. Thanks

by Norma Pryor on 2015-04-27
GREAT DENTAL PLACE/SERVICE. WORK WITH YOUR TIME, GETS YOU IN AND
OUT, GREAT CONVERSATIONS AND YOU DONT HAVE SAY A WORD, GOOD
PEOPLE.

by Randy Brooks on 2015-04-23
I am 68 years old and have seen a lot of dentist over the years. Dr. Duncan exams
your teeth and mouth more thoroughly than any dentist I have ever had. I have had a
few crowns by other dentist and one crown done by Dr. Duncan. You can actually use
the crown Dr. Duncan did to eat with. It was perfect. I have recommended him to my
friends and they have been equally impressed and satisfied. Thank you Dr Duncan.
Your good work is appreciated.

by Anon on 2015-04-16
I am extremely happy with the service I receive at Dr. Duncans practice. I feel that I
get the attention during my visit from the complete staff, I am not waiting
unreasonable times. I definately recommend Dr. Duncan.

by Ralph Bragg on 2015-04-14
Dr. Duncan, yes my visit was just fine. I actually liked the process that Gina used to
remove placque before she polished my teeth. Gina was very nice.

by Gary Anderson on 2015-04-08
This is the first dentist that I actually look forward to my appointments. Entire staff is
great.

by Christopher Grandberry on 2015-04-08
Great experience each time I visit.

by Christopher Grandberry on 2015-04-08
They did a great job cleaning my teeth while i have braces.

by Demetria Grandberry on 2015-04-08
Great experience!

by Jeannie Snowa on 2015-04-01
Excellent experience. Very happy to have Dr. duncan and staff for my dental needs.

by Blair Ensinger on 2015-03-26

First visit for new patient check-in and cleaning. Went as well as can be expected.
Nothing major wrong with my teeth so I can report a good experience with the
checkup.

by Anon on 2015-03-24
It was my first visit with Gina and she was very nice, professional and I had a great
experience with her.

by Anon on 2015-03-18
Great overall experience. Highly recommend. Easy, quick and a great job overall.

by Breanna Hebner on 2015-03-13
You have no idea how wonderful you are! We have had such horrible experiences at
dentists, but you have cured my children's fears! Thank you!

by Alison Burke on 2015-03-12
Dr Duncan is such a nice, caring, gentle Dentist. His personality is calming and
makes you feel like you are surely in good hands. His work is excellent. The
environment is comforting as there are TVs in each room. Enjoy the friendly hygienist
as she makes sure your needs are met when you have sensitive teeth or whatever
your issue is!

by Linda Lucas on 2015-03-04
Great service!

by Donald Jensen on 2015-03-03
Good experience as always. Quick and efficient. I always feeling like I am getting the
best dental care available. Everybody is friendly and helpful. Thank you for almost ten
years great dental care.

by Erin Russell on 2015-02-22
Wonderful doctor and staff!! All very friendly, and they went above and beyond in
answering all my questions and helping me out. I also love that I didn't have to wait a
long time to be called back. I was recommended to Dr Duncan from a few friends,
and they all say that they've never had to wait more than 2 minutes once they arrive.
Can't say enough great things, I'd highly recommend Dr Duncan (and staff!)!

by Sharon Kautz on 2015-02-20
Excellent as always

by Eric Davidson on 2015-02-13
Very professional and amicable environment, clean, friendly, and hospitable...

by Katherine Davis on 2015-02-12
The best you could hope for in a teeth-cleaning experience! Relaxing atmosphere and
familiar faces make it less of a procedure and more of a visit. Always good
conversation and timely service.

by Tamara Reavis on 2015-02-11
Great dentist and staff! They make you feel like part of the family!

by Edward Klein on 2015-02-10
Visit was fine, cleaning was quickest yet.

by William DeMarcus on 2015-02-05
Great experience with hygienist and dentist!

by Cassandra Godfrey on 2015-02-04
Great Service and knowledge as always.

by Andrea Argente on 2015-02-04
Dr. Duncan is our family dentist. He is genuinely sweet and gentle. He has proven to
us that our dental health is his utmost priority. He takes his time to talk to us and he is
honest. He will refer us to other specialists in the area instead of trying to keep our
business for himself just for business sake. With great education at UNC, Dr. Duncan
is the complete package every family should have. His staff is superb, too.

by Annemarie Lafreniere on 2015-01-22
As always, I received excellent care on my bi-annual visit to Dr. Duncan's office. The
fact that I keep coming back speaks for itself; one cannot find better dental care
anywhere else. The entire staff are such likeable people, in addition to being very
professional, that one finds oneself being "at home" with them. And my teeth are all in
excellent condition thanks to the dental care they provide.

by Deborah James on 2015-01-20
This was my first procedure with Dr. Duncan (I had a filling replaced). I have to say
this was probably the most pleasant experience I have had sitting in a dentist chair.
He was very gentle, and the procedure was as painless as it can be.

by William Van Allen on 2015-01-16
Very friendly staff in a pleasant, clean environment.

by Benjamin Torres on 2015-01-15

Dr. Duncan and staff are warm, welcoming and friendly. What a terrific office!

by John Ason on 2015-01-06
Dr. Duncan and his staff have always provided exceptional service. i have been a
patient for eight years

by Anon on 2014-12-30
Always a good experience.

by Sandra Whitten on 2014-12-22
Dr. Duncan has been my dentist for 17 years. He has always worked with me to help
me make the best decision. Clean and professional.

by Gary Russell on 2014-12-18
Dr Duncan and his staff are friendly and provide excellent care. He is current in new
technology and his business reflects the highest of standards

by Sam Nasife on 2014-12-10

I've been a patient of Dr. Duncan for over 12 years. I would recommend him to
anyone. Excellent service and staff.

by Norma Pryor on 2014-11-21
GREAT PLACE, WONDERFUL CARING FOLKS THAT WORKS WITH YOU. THEY
CARE ABOUT YOUR TEETH AND HOW THEY MAKE YOU LOOK. JUST MAKES
YOU FEEL AT HOME. THANKS.

by Anon on 2014-11-11
Outstanding service.

by Edward Coker on 2014-10-31
An excellent dentist!

by Randy Brooks on 2014-10-08
Good to see everyone again. First time ever I look forward to dentist visits. Best
dentist I've ever had and I'm 68 years old so I've been through a lot of dentist. Many
thanks, Randy

by Dolores Nasife on 2014-10-02
My check up visit started shortly after I arrived. Each treatment procedure is always
explained to me & I feel confident in the dental care I am receiving.

by Jackson Ennis on 2014-09-24
Excellent customer service!! Ms. Donna helped us with every step. This was one of
the easiest appointments I have ever made. Whe did all the work. Thank you!

by Anon on 2014-09-18
Thanks for making me feel comfortable and welcomed.

by Kathleen Jaeck on 2014-09-18
Excellent as usual. Quick, thorough, and friendly.

by Frankie Gammon on 2014-09-12
Great Dental office. I trust Dr Duncan.

by Cassandra Godfrey on 2014-09-12

Wonderful experience as always.

by Anon on 2014-09-11
awesome

by Donald Jensen on 2014-09-09
As always your services were outstanding. Your entire staff is always so competent
and pleasant. Keep up the wonderful, painless, work.

by James Hanson on 2014-09-09
Dr. Duncan and his staff are extremely friendly and professional. My family and I have
been going for 17 years and are very happy there. I highly recommend him.

by Lillian Brammer on 2014-08-29
Always pleasant. Staff is wonderful, office is clean and inviting

by Patricia Buraglio on 2014-08-29
Compassionate and caring staff.

by Ted Tierno on 2014-08-23
friendly staff

by Sharon Kautz on 2014-08-20
Great service as always. On time, always concerned about my comfort and always
very friendly. Thank you.

by Doreen Joyce on 2014-08-15
Dr. Duncan, Trisha and Donna are awesome! :)

by Linda Muhlbach on 2014-08-15
Wonderful! Always on time! Caring and friendly! Comfortable visits! Community
outreach! I feel like part of a family! Awesome!

by Hilary Hoffman on 2014-08-12
Donna, Trish & Dr. Duncan are wonderful people. I'm so lucky to have such an
awesome dental team. The fact that I no longer live in Huntersville & am very
adament about continuing my visits at this office should really explain it all. I love the
entire experience. Thank you so much!!

by Anon on 2014-08-06
An excellent dental experience. Friendly and very knowledgeable staff. Having
recently moved from another state, it was amazing to find such a great dentist. Also
learned more about teeth during a first visit than any other dentist has ever explained.
Ten thumbs up!

by Brynda Gerhards on 2014-08-06
Dr. Duncan & his staff are always punctual, efficient, considerate & smiling. If you
have to be in a dentists chair this is not a bad place to be.

by Tamara Reavis on 2014-08-01
Great dentist and staff!!!

by Tony McDougle on 2014-07-31
Wonderful!

by Anon on 2014-07-23
Awesome as always .... The staff and Dr. Duncan. Sincerely, Sandy Godfrey

by Sharon Kautz on 2014-07-22
Everyone always greets you with a smile. They are helpful, courteous, friendly. We
cannot ask for better care

by Phillip Hall on 2014-07-17
I feel like I'm part of the family, great staff!

by James Pryor on 2014-07-15
Friendly and thorough as always

by Dorothy Via on 2014-07-04
Cozy and comfortable. Knowledgable staff. Excellent service. Warm and friendly
atmosphere. Overall great experience.

by Anon on 2014-07-03
Great people, great service.

by Anon on 2014-06-20
Great people! They keep you informed of your appointments and I never wait when I
arrive.

by Linda Lombardo on 2014-06-19
I have seen Dr. Duncan for seventeen years and I have never had a bad experience.
The scheduling is very accurate so you will never have to wait more than five
minutes. The office is organized and comfortable. Procedures are explained carefully
so you are always prepared for what is planned.

by Anon on 2014-06-19
Friendly and professional

by Maurice Langhorne on 2014-06-18
Basically it sucked. My appointment was for 10:20. I wasn't taken until after 11:00.
The staff was overbooked and the front desk new it. Why was't I told to come in later.
No excuse for that . Once I got to the back it was fine

by Anon on 2014-06-15
The staff were friendly in the back. Front desk staff seemed to not mesh well in regard
to what was going on with my insurance etc. My appointment time was before 2 other

patients but I was last to be brought back. However, the dental hygienist was
incredibly nice and knowledgeable. I think I will continue to come back.

by Doug Lawrimore on 2014-05-28
Very happy with the entire office and process.

by Tamara Reavis on 2014-05-23
Dr. Duncan and staff are always providing the most friendly and professional service.

by Scintilla Coffman on 2014-05-08
Great work.

by Lloyd Johnston on 2014-05-07
Dr. Duncan is a very good dentist. He did a special x-ray on me that found a stone in
my salivary gland that cured a problem I had been conplaining to my doctor about for
years. He does excellent work. He replaced a faulty ceramic crown which was not his
fault for free. He is a very gentle doctor and he won't let you be in any pain. He is
friendly and very nice. He is easy to talk to and always glad to talk with me. He is the
best dentist I have ever been to. He is even going to make me a mouth piece to help
me with my severe sleep apnea as soon as he gets all he needs to do it. He can even
test you for sleep apnea. My wife and daughter both go to Dr. Duncan and they think
he does excellent work. Thank you Dr. Duncan. Signed Lloyd Johnston

by Dianne Johnston on 2014-04-30
Great Dentist, great Staff, and excellent treatment! Dianne J

by Norma Pryor on 2014-04-29
EXCELLENT TIMING,CARE, & JOB

by Steve Vanhoy on 2014-04-22
just great

by Brittany Dever on 2014-04-18
I had a wonderful experience. The staff was very helpful and kind and made me feel
comfortable and at home. I felt Dr. Duncan and the rest of his staff provided the most
professional experience possible.

by Gary Anderson on 2014-04-16
Great experience, as usual. Gary Anderson

by Ava Holcomb on 2014-04-14
Dr. Duncan Trish and Donna are always friendly, courteous and welcoming. This is a
wonderful place to receive dental care! I highly recommend this office!

by Mary Mccaa on 2014-04-12
I always have an awesome experience... Well as awesome as you can going to the
dentist. :) The staff is great. Lisa and Dr Duncan are very focused on making me feel
comfortable. I even get offered a blanket. I have already recommended them to a few
friends.

by Lillian Brammer on 2014-03-28
Love everyone! So friendly.

by Jasna Avino on 2014-03-27
Great experience. .just moved to the area had to switch dentist after 20 years...very
nice staff and Dr . Duncan is a great dentist

by Harry Osborne on 2014-03-19
A nice clean and shine without any pain...wonderful...thanks

by Terry Grice on 2014-03-12
in the old days, dr. Duncan would valet park your car and would take chickens and
vegetables for payment. ok, some of that ain't true. he has always been an excellent
dentist. his entire staff are caring professionals. some of that is true. I hope this has
helped.

by Andrew Sikso on 2014-03-05
my check up went well, my appointment time was met ,service was courteous and
friendly as always.

by James Deason on 2014-03-04
The whole staff is ALWAYS friendly and as helpful as I suppose anyone is suppose to
be in a Dentist office. Never have to wait, you are taken in at your appt. time

by Lisa Craft on 2014-03-02
Tris is the best Denal Hygenist in the world.

by Harry Osborne on 2014-02-27
A pleasant hour spent with Donna and Dr Duncan having my teeth cleaned.....easy
job...no pain thanks very much...on time 10.50am...no delay and out within the hour...
Harry

by Anon on 2014-02-27
I've been going to Dr. Duncan for over 10 years and every single time I've had a great
experience. Trish and Dr. Duncan are very professional but at the same time very
friendly and casual and always make me fell welcome. I love them and will continue
to go there as long as I can.

by Lillian Brammer on 2014-02-26
Great staff, clean and pretty office. Dr Duncan was very nice as well!

by Anon on 2014-02-21
What can I say...you folks are the best.I would not go anywhere else.

by Mary Mccaa on 2014-02-20
I was really nervous going to the dentist after a long time, but Dr Duncan's staff was
EXCELLENT!! They were so welcoming from the moment I walked in the door. My
Hygienist Trish made every effort to make me feel relaxed, even though she knew It
was difficult for me. I think it will be easier for me now, at my next appointment.

by Donald Jensen on 2014-02-20
As always your services were wonderful. I didn't need to have any teeth pulled or
filled so that definitely is makes a trip to the dentist a very positive experience. Trish's

work was professional quick and painless. Obviously the positive experiences I have
had with your office is a result of the preventative maintenance you have performed in
prior years. Thank you.

by Maurice Langhorne on 2014-02-20
It was really good. A little sore around supper but fine. The staff are always so nice

by David Hynes on 2014-02-15
AS always visiting the office is a pleasure . each staff member has a simile and a
caring regarding our teeth and what is going on about at our family. Thanks for the
many visits. David Hynes

by Anon on 2014-02-12
Great visit. All questions were answered.

by Marci Winegrad on 2014-02-01
Great experience. Very nice. Thanks for not yelling at me for not flossing!

by Donna Blackmon on 2014-01-31

A visit to Dr Duncan's office has always been a pleasant experience. Everyone is
friendly and I believe they are genuinely concerned about my oral health.

by Barry Brueckner on 2014-01-29
I HIGHLY recommend Dr. Duncan and his staff for your dental needs...and I have
already to a few people that are now his patients. Very professional, excellent service
and outstanding "bedside manner". Also, Trish does an EXCELLENT job as my
dental hygenist.

by Kathleen Jaeck on 2014-01-29
Great experience, as usual. Dr. Duncan and staff are wonderful, and make a dental
visit for any reason a very non-traumatic event. Highly recommend this practice.

by Hayden Merklein on 2014-01-28
As always, an excellent experience. Thank you.

by Brooklynn Hayes on 2014-01-27
Wonderful staff. Would recommend this office highly.

by Kathleen Bauer on 2014-01-24

Very friendly and always on time

by Lloyd Johnston on 2014-01-22
I had a great experience at Dr. Duncan's office. He is a great dentist and his dental
hygienist did a very good job also.

by Cassandra Godfrey on 2014-01-21
Dr Duncan goes above and beyond the call of duty to treat his patients.

by Jenna Snyder on 2014-01-17
I am so pleased with the staff. My daughter was very nervous. It was her 1st
experience and the staff was very nice and made Jenna feel safe and comfortable.

by Anon on 2014-01-17
Professional and truly caring dentist and staff.

by Scintilla Coffman on 2014-01-17
I always get excellent care at this office.

by Cassandra Godfrey on 2014-01-15
Dr, Duncan goes above & beyond for his patients.

by Anon on 2014-01-11
Always such a great experience. I don't go every year and they always remember
who I am. Very informative and answer all my questions :)

by Joan Randall on 2014-01-10
The entire staff is excellent. They exceeded my expectations. As a first time patient I
went in without knowing what to expect. By the time I was leaving I felt as if they were
my long time friends. Trish was so great at her job that I did not realize my cleaning
was done until she started applying the floride. Dr Duncan has such an amazing
personality and I felt so at ease there. I have found my dentist for life. Outstanding
service all around.

by Anon on 2014-01-09
The best experience you could possibly have in a dentist's office!

by Linda Lombardo on 2013-12-23

I have been a patient for 16 years and I'm very satisfied. I have received excellent
care over the years. Procedures are explained fully and completed slowly and
carefully so you don't feel the least bit nervous or rushed. The staff is professional
and friendly.

by Nancy Thibodeau on 2013-12-20
As always, friendly and professional. No waiting time. Excellent results!

by Anon on 2013-12-19
Dr. Duncan is excellent. He as well as his staff make you feel very comfortable. Very
professional and skilled.

by Anon on 2013-12-19
Very warm, family oriented "feeling" with all the staff, including JC! I bought a teeth
whitening at a church auction and was pleasantly surprised at the caring staff! I
believe that several dentists these days are wanting to sell you something, but I never
got that feeling here! Will definitely go back and highly recommend to others!!!

by Patricia Best on 2013-12-19
My family and I have been patients of Dr..Duncan for 16 years and I couldn't be more
pleased. He consistently goes above and beyond the role of a dentist, even seeing
my youngest son without an appointment while he was home on leave from the
military. His staff is exceptional and they make everyone feel very welcome and
comfortable!!

by John Bedingfield on 2013-12-18
Great experience. Super nice staff. Best Dentist I have ever been to. Dr. Duncan is
great...

by Brynda Gerhards on 2013-12-14
Always pleasant & efficient experience.

by Frank Laney on 2013-12-13
I was very impressed with all aspects of Dr. Duncan's practice. Donna, the Office
Manager, was very helpful as I am a new patient. I have moved seven times in ten
years due to work and this was the easiest process for a dentist I have ever
experienced. I highly recommend Dr. Duncan to anyone who is looking for a stress
free dental appointment.

by Kimberly Brueckner on 2013-12-13
No Words to describe. I have a SEVERE Phobia of the dentist. This was by FAR the
BEST experience I have EVER had at a dentist. I would HIGHLY recommend Dr
Duncan and his staff to anyone.

by Anon on 2013-12-12

Great

by on 2013-11-08
The care and attention here is 100%

by on 2013-11-08
Ra, ra, shish boom ba

by on 2013-11-05
As ALWAYS my experience with the staff at Dr. Duncan's was outstanding. Tara
always does a gentle and complete cleaning. I appreciate all of you! Nancy

by on 2013-11-05
Everyone is always smiling and friendly, highly professional, makes for a nice visit
instead of a dreaded one

by on 2013-10-23
Always friendly and attentive to your needs

by Anon on 2013-10-16
Explains everything very clearly. Very gentle.

by on 2013-10-02
As always, a great dental experience with Dr. Duncan and his capable staff! Sally

by on 2013-10-02
They took great care of me. I felt comfortable. The office seem to have a touch of a
home atmosphere. The receptionist was so sweet and very helpful. The assistant was
absolutely wonderful. She didn't seemed to be rushed, that she wanted to take care
of my dental concern. Very friendly, caring, and feel like I've gained a new friend! Dr.
was great, and very pleased with my dental work. Thanks Dr. Duncan!!!!!!!

by on 2013-04-17
everyone was very pleasant and professional.

by on 2013-04-16
A great Dentist and staff!!

by Anon on 2013-04-15
Always friendly and professional.

by on 2013-04-12
The office was very clean, cosy and personable. The staff was very nice and make
me feel relaxed and comfortable. Dr. Duncan was great! I would recommend this
office to anyone. Carolyn

by on 2013-04-11
Very friendly and professional

by on 2013-04-10
Excellent....as always

by Anon on 2013-04-10
These guys rock!!!

by on 2013-04-06
Everyone is friendly and professional. They remember us from visit to visit which
creates a good relationship.

by on 2013-04-04
My visit was enjoyable. Dr. Duncan made me feel comfortable about the procedure
he was performing. He talked me through it all the way. He told me what he was
getting ready to do before he did it and that made me feel at ease. I love this office
and the wonderful staff there. They always make me feel good about coming and
coming back again.

by on 2013-04-04
The staff is always friendly and easy to work with on scheduling.

by on 2013-03-30
Great service!!!!

by on 2013-03-28
I always enjoy my experience with Dr. Duncan and his staff. They are like part of my
family after all these years.

by on 2013-03-27
Always a comfortable experience! Trish the hygeinist is gentle and thorough. Dr
Duncan is so sweet, gentle, caring and down to earth. You can tell he really cares
about his patients :)

by on 2013-03-22
Always enjoy going to this office. Everyone very nice and friendly.

by on 2013-03-21
Another great visit!

by on 2013-03-21
Awesome as always

by on 2013-03-20
great service.

by on 2013-03-20
Great service

by on 2013-03-20
Dr. Duncan and his team are simply the best. My family has been seeing this team for
years and would highly recommend them to anyone. Very professional, courteous
and takes the time to talk to you and listen.

by on 2013-03-15
I love you guys. and ... Dr. Duncan is the only dentist that has ever done a crown that
I could actually eat with. Thank you for the good work you do. I have recommended
you to a friend. She lives in Kannapolis but might make the trip. Randy Brooks

by on 2013-03-13
Not a bad experience -- as far as a trip to the dentist goes. Very friendly folks.

by on 2013-03-12
Always a pleasant experience with all the staff and Dr Duncan

by Anon on 2013-03-08
Staff is very friendly ad helpful!

by on 2013-03-08
My cleaning was exceptional. The staff at Dr. Duncan's is always super professional
and courteous. They always make me feel welcome.

by Anon on 2013-03-07
Excellent service and care

by Anon on 2013-03-06
Gentle and caring

by Anon on 2013-03-05
as enjoyable as going to the dentist could be

by on 2013-02-28
Had a great appointment with dentist and the staff.

by on 2013-02-28
Amazing - if you're not getting your teeth cleaned by Dr. Duncan and his staff, you are
absolutely out of your mind. Best dentistry practice in the Charlotte area!!!!

by on 2013-02-26
I "walked in" to Dr Duncan's office early in the morning suffering with a toothache that
had been with me all weekend, Fri, Sat and Sunday. His staff were very helpful and
within the hour I was seeing Dr Duncan who diagnosed that my tooth needed to be
extracted.... I was impressed by the X ray equipment he used that within a second or
two the X rays were on the computer screen and we could all see the problem. Since
I have just moved to Huntersville I booked my cleaning and check up appointment for
May of this year. Dr Duncan and his whole staff were wonderful and he explained
everything in easy to understand language. I would definitely recommend this office to
anyone seeking a dentist...Many thanks to you all...

by on 2013-02-25
Great! Friendly, patient and welcoming.

by on 2013-02-21
Thanks for getting us in on short notice. His tooth looks great.

by on 2013-02-20
I'm not afraid of going to the dentist anymore!

by on 2013-02-13
Dr. Duncan is tops in every way. He explained clearly, to my satisfaction, a problem I
needed to deal with concerning root cavities and he provided a sensible solution. I
appreciate his straightforward approach and his pleasant manner.

by on 2013-02-12
Excellent experience. The staff at Jc Duncan truly cares about your health.

by on 2013-02-11
All the staff are wonderful!!!

by on 2013-02-10
Dr. Duncan and the staff at JC Duncan are always very professional and friendly.
They listen to patients and ensure all of your questions are answered. If you are new
to town and looking for a new long-term dentist, I would highly recommend Dr.
Duncan and his team.

by on 2013-02-09
Look forward to seeing Tara and Dr. Duncan! They do a great job!

by on 2013-02-08
Fantastic!!

by on 2013-02-07
Absolutely wonderful staff and amazing care and compassion from everyone. I could
not have asked for a better dental experience. Doctor Duncan is great.

by on 2013-02-03
Always courteous and helpfu.

by Anon on 2013-01-31
Great! Love Trish:O)

by Anon on 2013-01-31
Everyone is very friendly and they make you relaxed and comfortable during any
procedure. I love Trish, Donna and of course Dr. Duncan. Been going to them for
probably close to a decade. They are the best!

by Anon on 2013-01-31
As far as visiting a dentist goes, always pleasant experience. Entire staff very nice
and understanding.

by on 2013-01-25
Staff is pleasant kind and considerate. Service is provided promptly. Everyone
demonstrates that they care about quality work and a good outcome. I have
confidence in what they do.

by on 2013-01-25
I have been going to DR Duncan for over 10 years.. He and his staff care about me
and my teeth. everyone has a smile and are happy to see me. Thanks to all.

by on 2013-01-24
Everyone is always so nice and friendly.

by on 2013-01-23
Great, caring staff

by on 2013-01-23
Always friendly employees and great with my kids.

by on 2013-01-19
Wonderful and thorough care, as usual.

by on 2013-01-19
Great doctor and staff!

by on 2013-01-13
Great! As Always. Thanks for everything.

by on 2013-01-11
Alway a great service. Very good bunch of people.

by on 2013-01-10
Recently had wo cavities filled and it wasnt bad at all. Painfree and as ejoyable as it
can be to have your mouth drilled into....Just wish that they were part of my dental
insurance network.

by on 2013-01-10
Good visit! Everything was great.

by on 2013-01-09
Trisha got all the stains off my teeth and they look so much better. Thank you.

by on 2013-01-06
Dr. Duncan always provides outstanding care. He is very particular with his work and
makes you feel like you are his only patient or concern. The extra time and effort he
puts into his work shoes through your smile. I am very pleased with my new crowns
and my smile is AWESOME!!! I have been with Dr. Duncan since he opened the
practice. I drive out of my way just to go to his practice.

by on 2013-01-04
Awesome staff....!

by Anon on 2013-01-03
Trish is awesome as always. Dr. Duncan is the best.

by on 2013-01-03
Always enjoy coming here...even if I do hate the flossing haha

by on 2013-01-03
Always a pleasant experience.

by Anon on 2012-12-21
A great experience as always. Donna, Trish, and Dr. Duncan are always courteous
and efficient. The 7:00am appointments work great for me.

by on 2012-12-18

Very Good efficient service. I recommend JC Duncan to everyone!

by on 2012-12-15
I have gone to Dr. Duncan for 16 years and I am completely satisfied with his work
and professionalism. I've never waited more than five minutes. He is very careful and
thorough with his work. He is always careful to be sure everything feels right to me
before I leave. His work looks beautiful and the entire experience is calm and never
rushed.

by Anon on 2012-12-14
Great hygienists that are friendly and careful with regular cleanings and Dr. Duncan is
really nice too. They keep their appointments on time and have great early morning
hours.

by on 2012-12-13
Everybody is corteous, professional, and gentle. The surroundings are clean with
ample parking. Thank you for making me feel at ease!

by on 2012-12-13
Sounds odd to say we enjoy our visits to the dentist but it's true. The staff and the
dentist are always efficient and friendly. There is a very short (if any) wait, the care is
thorough and the appointments tend to run on time. We started coming to Dr. Duncan
after a move to the Charlotte area. We had been with our previous dentist for about
30 years so it is a compliment to say we are very satisfied with this office.

by on 2012-12-11
Excellent.

by on 2012-12-06
Excellent service

by on 2012-12-05
My emergency visit yesterday was great as always. We love you guys.

by Anon on 2012-12-05
Dr. Duncan and his staff are very professional and yet very friendly.

by on 2012-12-04
Very happy with the service and cleaning Will be bringing my son!

by Anon on 2012-12-02
I have been a patient for about 4 years and have never been dissatisified in any way
with the services at J. C. Duncan DDS. The entire staff is wonderful and always very
nice. I am very pleased with cleanings and dental service alike and would highly
recommend this dental practice.

by on 2012-11-16
Dr. Duncan is great! So is his whole office staff. A smooth running office with great
dental care. One of the best dentist I have ever been too - and I've been to quite a
few in my almost 60 years!

by on 2012-11-15
My entire experience at Dr. Duncan's office was exemplary! From Donna fitting me
into the schedule with ease to Dr. Duncan's assistant being so helpful and
accommodating to Dr. Duncan's professionalism and great bedside manner.....I feel
lucky to go there.

by on 2012-11-09
Awesome staff and awesome job

by on 2012-11-09
We love the staff at Dr. Duncan's. Mom said they were very nice. She was really
happy to get her partial plate back. So far it is not very comfortable though.

by on 2012-11-08
Always what I expect. Everyone is very nice and focused on taking care of the
patients! Good job!

by on 2012-11-06
I had a blast at the dentist yesterday! So much fun - all the scrapping, fingers in your
mouth, etc! Nobody looks forward to going to the dentist, but we do love the people
here at Dr. Duncan's office! We've been coming here since 1996 so everyone is like
family....and they know my family & watched my kids grow up. As long as dentist
visits are a necessity, this is the place to do it!

by on 2012-11-06
My experience at Dr. Duncan's office was excellent as it always is. No long waits. I
never feel rushed when I have questions, and the entire staff is friendly efficent and
accomidating.

by on 2012-11-02
Friendly, on time service. I appreciate the early (7:00 a.m.) appointment time.

by Anon on 2012-11-02

I have to say I am a hygentists daughter and I loved the service I got here. Vey
friendly and gentle.

by on 2012-10-30
Thank you. Always a pleasure to see you folks. See you in 6 months. Regards Tom
Masten

by on 2012-10-25
Family has been patients for 5 years. Everything from false teeth to tooth implant
services, some in conjunction with other dentists. Always satisfied with treatment and
results.

by on 2012-10-25
It seems strange to say that my visits to the dentist are a nice experience but it
always is. I am always made to feel welcome and sense that everyone in the practice
really cares about my well being.

by on 2012-10-16
I looked for a dentist through google that was close to the house I just moved in to,
and boy did I hit the jackpot! Everyone made me feel comfortable and appreciated. By
far the best dental experience I've ever had!

by on 2012-10-12
Come to Dr. Duncan and his Staff who performed as they always do; in a very
professional, but warm and friendly manner.

by Anon on 2012-10-11
very friendly and personable. Both my husband and I have been going here for the
last 3 years.

by Anon on 2012-10-11
Dr. Duncan has always provided a great experience and always makes sure your
comfortable. The staff is the best.

by on 2012-10-05
Outstanding in all respects - as usual!

by on 2012-10-03
My experience with Dr. Duncan and his hygenist and staff was great as always. I hate
going to the dentist and you always make it a good experience. You are
compassionate, thorough and trustworthy. I refer a lot of persons to you. Thanks for
being there for us.

by Anon on 2012-10-03
My experience is always great at "The Chair," this is why I keep coming back. This
visit was especially significant, the doctor filled my first cavity after 58 years. Should
have made a YouTube video of this one!

by on 2012-09-28
Excellent care by Trish, the hygienist and Dr. Duncan.

by on 2012-09-27
The staff here is the best I've ever dealt with! They got me in with very little notice and
took care of me with my anxiety over things. They set up my appointments with the
oral surgeon and made sure I had everything I needed. Best group of ladies working
there!

by on 2012-09-26
As always, your people are awesome.

by on 2012-09-26
Yesterday I had the first of two visits to "install" a crown..The environment at Dr
Duncan's has always been friendly, efficient, knowledgeable and professional in every
way while maintaining a genuine warmth. Out in less than 1hr; no pain! Staff was well

prepared and ready for me I consider myself and my wife lucky to be his patient. He &
his staff are really great!

by on 2012-09-25
Dr. Duncan and his staff are the best. I have been going to them for over 15 years
and my family has been very pleased with their practice. They are all very
compassionate and caring.

by on 2012-09-23
I loved it! I plan on making it my permanent dentist!

by on 2012-09-23
I really appreciate the good work all of you do. I have a number of crowns but the one
Dr. Duncan did for me is like my own tooth. I can actually 'use' it. Exceptional work wonderful staff. Thank you

by on 2012-09-21
Great experience; no waiting, staff was extremely friendly and efficient @ their jobs;
helped get me back to my other activities

by Anon on 2012-09-19
Great experience with the whole "Dr. Duncan" staff. Trish was fantastic with my
biannual teeth cleaning. She deserves another vacation or two.

by on 2012-09-18
As good as it can be for a dental visit and not being put to sleep. Informative
consultations and feel comfortable around the staff. Glad my parents recommended
Dr. Duncan

by on 2012-09-12
Always show a high level of care. Treats every patient with care and with personal
concern. I trust every member of the staff. It is very easy to see that everyone is well
trained.

by on 2012-09-12
You all are awesome. Tooth is good.

by on 2012-09-12
Dental hygienist, Tara, put kids as ease immediately and the whole experience was
interesting and fun! Dr. Duncan was informative and engaging- great visit!

by on 2012-09-12
Trish is awesome. Dr. DUNCAN is the best. He is the only dentist I would ever see.
Even though my insurance is out of network I will continue to go here.

by Anon on 2012-09-09
I highly recommended Trish for dental cleaning. She does an awesome job and is
extremely friendly and personable. I had some stains on my front teeth. She was able
to get them sparkling white again.

by on 2012-08-30
I love going to the see Dr. Duncan and the staff I even post it on Facebook :)

by on 2012-08-29
I have always appreciated Dr. Duncan and his staff! Tara never leaves me wishing I
didn't have to go back! Other hygenists have left me with discomfort for at least 2
days...thank you all of you for being there!

by on 2012-08-23
I was very impressed about an honest evaluation regarding a bad tooth.

by on 2012-08-23
Love Trish, think she is absolutely wonderful

by on 2012-08-22
What a great experience!!! My daughter is 6 and is extremely shy, Trish was
wonderful with her. Not to mention me as well! I highly recommend this team.

by on 2012-08-22
appointment was met with no waiting, my check up was handeled with
profesionalism, and every thing went well. as always a good expierance.

by Anon on 2012-08-21
As fabulous as a dentist could be!

by Anon on 2012-05-11
Always have great experience, Trish did a great job as always... and Dr. Duncan is
always wonderful. Thank you and see ya in November

by on 2012-05-10
Dr Duncan and the staff are always wonderful and provide great service. They always
look to provide the best options for the patient and really show they care.

by on 2012-05-10
We have been going to Dr. Duncan since 1996. Never had a bad experience.
Everyone in the office feels like family. Appts are always right on time. It's as fun as
going to a dentist can be :)

by on 2012-05-09
The tooth-cleaning process was thorough and painless. And Dr. Duncan's check of
my tongue, gums, and teeth was equally thorough and painless. The staff is
professional, yet friendly. It's a comfortable environment and experience in every way.
I would highly recommend Dr. Duncan to any of my family and friends!

by Anon on 2012-05-08
No wait time Always greeted as if I were part of the family. Thank you for a relaxing
and warm experience Love you all

by on 2012-05-08
Excellent as always. I appreciate the time and care put into the cleaning and level of
service received.

by Anon on 2012-05-05
As long as I live in the Charlotte Metro area, I will never go anywhere else. These
folks are great!

by on 2012-05-04
I had large cavities, Dr JC was very patient with me. He explained every thing, I
probly needed crowns? But he was able to do amazing work and was able to save my
teeth...still more to do.. I will be back He's the best and He's staff they are great too!!

by on 2012-04-25
Excellent experience as always - thank you so very much and see you in about 6
months

by on 2012-04-25
Thank You for ou courteous service.

by on 2012-04-25
Service is always provided in a timely,friendly and professional manner by all staff. I
feel service and quality of care is first rate!

by Karen Brady on 2012-04-22
I am from old time ago dentists and it was not a good experience. Dr Duncan and his
staff are so nice and I was relaxed and did not have those old scary dentists feelings.
I highly recommend them.

by Anon on 2012-04-19
Staff is alwyays on time, pleasant and above all very completent. Have Ben a
customer for 5 years since moving to this area. Highly recommend.

by on 2012-04-13
My time with the staff was pleasant and efficient.

by on 2012-04-09
Awesome as usual....The staff and Dr. are always warm and welcoming. And for
chickens like me I appreciate Donna hounding me to get in there and keep my mouth
healthy....

by on 2012-04-03

My experience was very good. Everyone was especially friendly and professional and
their work was great. I highly recommend them and I'll definitely go back.

by on 2012-03-30
Great experience. Everyone does an outstanding job.

by on 2012-03-29
Very happy with my experience, it is nice to have a visit during which the persons who
are attenting me honestly have my best interests at heart. Don't see that often these
days.

by on 2012-03-28
Thank you - Trish is awesome !

by Dianne Johnston on 2012-03-23
My entire family has been coming to JC Duncan for many years. He has the best
group of girls to help him in his office, and if you ever have an after hours emergency
he always will be there for you. Dr Dundan is so gentle when he works on your teeth
that I could go to "sleep" in the chair! Thank you for all you do!

by on 2012-03-23
I had a great experience at my appointment yesterday as always. I love you people
and appreciate all of you.

by Anon on 2012-03-22
The staff at Dr. Duncan's office is always great! Very nice and friendly! Dr. Duncan
always does what is best for you! I would definitely recommend Dr. Duncan and his
staff!

by Anon on 2012-03-15
It was a great first experience; staff was friendly & efficient.

by Anon on 2012-03-15
The whole experience is great, great staff and great DR !!!

by on 2012-03-14
I am a retired senior citizen so I have a lot of experience with dentists. I have never
had a dental exam as thorough as what Dr. Duncan does. I have a number of crowns
and the only one that is comfortable to chew with is the one Dr. Duncan did a couple
of years ago. He is a pleasant person and his staff (from the dental hygienist to the
front desk are friendly and professional and they all provide an excellent service.
Thank you - I DO appreciate what you do.

by on 2012-03-14
Our entire family enjoys the care we receive at Dr. Duncan's office.

by on 2012-03-09
I am probably the worst patient they have so given my issues they always deliver
advice with "loving kindness"!! Seriously, very good and I've recommended many
work colleagues to Dr. Duncan and his staff.

by on 2012-02-23
I couldn't believe I was having my teeth cleaned without my gums being numbed. My
initial visit was very impressive. Everyone was friendly and the office had a casual
atmosphere. I felt very confident when I was assured that I wouldn't need any
anesthesia for my teeth cleaning experience. I would highly recommend Dr. Duncan.

by on 2012-02-23
Excellent patient service as usual

by on 2012-02-22
I love going to get my cleaning!!

by on 2012-02-17
As always a great visit.

by Anon on 2012-02-16
Always nice and professional and answered allmy questions

by on 2012-02-03
I had so much fun at my last visit. The X rays are a blast. If I floss often can I have a
sport jacket like Dr Duncan had when he was a kid? Steve

by on 2012-02-02
This is what Steven told me last night after the extraction of his tooth. "This was the
first procedure outside of having teeth cleaned and Dr. Duncan was very professional
and explanatory. I'm diffently keeping Dr. Duncan as my dentist.

by on 2012-02-01
Assistant keeps me in stitches.

by on 2012-01-31
I have been Dr. Duncan's patient for a number of years. He is an excellent dentist and
is "up to date" and very knowledgeable of latest offerings in the field of dentistry. He is
very thorough and advises you of current situations going on within your mouth; he is
never "pushy" - he just lays out the facts and patient decides on their choice of
treatment. Tricia, the dental hygienist, is very conscientious and makes sure you teeth
are cleaned, gums are being taken care of, etc.; she is your first line of defense in
dental preventative maintenance. Donna, in the front office, is very efficient. She is
familiar with dental insurance plans and graciously goes to bat for patients to make
sure they are getting exactly what their insurance plan covers -- coverage and dental
payments.

by on 2012-01-27
As always, My hygenist, Tara was gentle but well done and the experience keeps me
returning!!

by on 2012-01-26
I had never had a bad experience. Always excellent friendly service.

by on 2012-01-25
Great experience with an usually-unpleasant procedure. Dr. Duncan and staff are the
best.

by Anon on 2012-01-23
Dr. Duncan and his staff are great. Appointments are flexible, there is minimal wait
time, and the care I receive is the best!

by Anon on 2012-01-23
staff was friendly and knowledgeable, offices were clean, and my visit was efficient.

by on 2012-01-23
Though I have been terrified of dentists ever since I can remember, Dr. Duncan and
staff made me feel at ease with my visit. They went above and beyond to ensure my
confort and to keep me updated on what is going on. Though I left knowing that my
wisdom teeth would have to come out, I felt better knowing that they were going to be
my regular dentist.

by on 2012-01-20
My visit with Dr. Duncan was wonderful. The staff was extremely nice and made you
feel very comfortable there. They were interested in how you were doing in your
everyday life and the reason for the visit. The atmosphere was very inviting.

by Anon on 2012-01-18
My experences at Dr. Duncan's office have all been very good. I have been a patient
of theirs for about three years I beleive and have no plans of changing. I actually look
forward to going to the dentest as in years past would be scared or intimadated to go
but not any longer. If you are looking for a kind, considerate dentest and staff I

strongly advise you to go ahead and make an appointment today, you will be glad you
did.

by Anon on 2012-01-17
I had an emergancy and Dr. Duncan's office was able to work me in right away. They
are always so pleasant and willing to help.

by on 2012-01-15
Great care and communication with parent during the visit

by on 2012-01-10
I was not able to provide all data on medication. it as follows folic
acid,Diavan,bystolic,crestor,81mg aspirin,and donepezil

by on 2012-01-09
This office is very friendly, accommodating and knowledgeable. We moved from
out-of-state and Dr. Duncan's office was recommended to us. We have had very good
experiences with them.

by on 2012-01-04

I always have a good experience when I have my dental appt at Dr. Duncan's. The
hygienists are always welcoming and friendly. I never have to wait long in the waiting
room (never more than 10 mins, if that!), sometimes not at all. Dr. Duncan is always
happy to see me and explains everything to me and answers my questions
thoroughly. Donna at the front desk is always helpful and makes my visit easy by
taking care of the insurance business, which even I don't thoroughly understand.
Going to the dentist is usually people's least favorite activity (sorry!) but all of you
make it very pleasant! I'm trying to get my husband to switch dentists! Thank you for
all you do!

by on 2011-12-23
Everyone at the office is very freindly and cordial. This is the best experience that I've
had at a dentist office, ever. Dr. Duncan explains the services/procedures to you in
detail and in layman's terms. I would recommend this offer to all of my friends.

by on 2011-12-20
Results have been wonderful for all aspects of dental care including cosmetic
processes!

by on 2011-12-14
You folks are awesome. Merry Christmas!

by on 2011-12-14
I love going to Dr. Duncan's office!!! Everyone is so friendly and such a joy to be
around that I wish I could go every day. They always provide the best dental

experience that anyone could ever imagine having. Looking forward to my next
appointment.

by on 2011-12-11
I've been seeing Dr Duncan for going on 12 years now and there has never been a
lacking of service (routine or emergency) or quality care. Dr Duncan helps you get the
most mileage out of your teeth and only recommends procedures as they are needed.
His staff is friendly and accommodatingI highly recommend him!!!

by on 2011-12-05
Totally satisfied with cleaning and consultation to replace crown!

by on 2011-12-05
Experience was great. The Dental Hygienist did an excellent job. I would say closer to
10 stars. Thanks

by on 2011-12-04
I am a new patient. The receptionist, Donna is very knowledgable and professional
and truly makes you feel welcomed. The dentist is very nice and the office is very
neat and clean. He really knows his dentistry and makes you feel comfortable in the
dental chair.

by on 2011-11-26
Dr. Duncan and staff are caring, competent and knowledgeable. Recently I had a
dental emergency and I had superb care.

by on 2011-11-26
I highly recommend Dr. Duncan and his staff. They are a professional, caring and
friendly group. If I have a problem, they always get me in as soon as possible and
treat me with a lot of care and professionalism.

by on 2011-11-23
My family and I have been patients of Dr. Duncan for many years. He is one of the
best when it comes to any problems you may have concerning your teeth. He shows
the upmost care and his staff is just wonderful to work with. Sincerely, Dianne

by on 2011-11-23
Best ever! Took about 10 minutes to fix my problem when I thought it was going to be
a much bigger problem.

by on 2011-11-20
I've been going to Dr. Duncan's office for 14 years and I am completely satisfied with
the care I receive. The office is clean and comfortable. I've never had more than a
few minutes wait time. The staff is professional and friendly. All work, fillings,
cleanings, or crowns are well done and look great.

by Anon on 2011-11-18
Dr. Duncan is the best! And Tricia is sooo funny! Cute too.

by on 2011-11-02
Excellent care and very personable!

by Anon on 2011-10-30
Being fairly new to the Charlotte area; I had to find a dentist. The first one only
worked 3 days a week (must be nice); the second tried to "sell" me on every service
they offered and would not let up. Finally I was referred to Dr. Duncan. Friendly staff,
verified all insurance info. before proceeding with other services, pleasant
environment, all around great experience! I strongly recommend that if you are not
completely satisfied with your current dental provider; go se Dr. Duncan and his
people.

by on 2011-10-28
I, along with my family, have been going to Dr. Duncan for over 10 yrs. now. We
started going when my youngest child was 3 and she is now 13 and it is like our
extended family. They are fantastic!!

by on 2011-10-24
I just wanted to say that you guys are totally awesome!!! You all have been excellent
to work with when I've needed to be seen emergently and any other time. I really,
really appreciate it!!!

by on 2011-10-19
Dr. Duncan, Trish, and all of the staff are wonderful. They are all very professional
and always more than happy to answer any questions that I have. I look forward to
my visit and enjoy talking with Trish during my 6 month check-ups and cleanings. This
is an excellent dental practice and I would highly recommend their services to
everyone.

by on 2011-10-19
Trish was Excellent as always..

by on 2011-10-18
Thank you for your very courteous service. See you in 6 months.

by on 2011-10-18
Have beena customer for over 4 years. They go out of their way to accommodate
schedule changes and billing issues.

by Kathy Hanson on 2011-10-17
Ok, I won't say I ENJOY my dentist appts....well, I do enjoy the parts when nobody's
hands are in my mouth! We've been coming here since Dr. Duncan first opened 1996. He was just a baby! We would DEFINITELY recommend his office to anyone &
everyone. These guys have watched my children grow up and truly feel like a part of
our extended family. I do agree that he should change the channel for the music in
the office (pay me later, Trisha!) Best dentist/staff you'll find!

by on 2011-10-07
Efficient and courteous. Been a patient 13 years.

by on 2011-10-06
Trish is simply the best. My only complaint is that the Public radio fund drive was on
in the background and it was annoying.

by on 2011-10-04
The staff is always very friendly and professional. Always makes you feel welcomed.
Dr. Duncan is excellent and would recommend him highly to others.

by on 2011-09-29
I can't stand going to the dentist...but I love going to this office. Trish and Dr. Duncan
put me completely at ease and talk me through everything. Dr. Duncan has got to be

one of the best dentists around especially because of the attention provided to patient
care and comfort. It's not a get in get out office.

by on 2011-09-27
Please don't text 2 times AND email! Too much Doc.

by on 2011-09-27
Since we moved here 10 years our whole family has been seeing Dr. Duncan and
Trish. We have always been pleased with their services. My kids actually "like" going
to the dentist. Donna is alwyas welcoming, friendly, and helpful. Everyone at this
practice is wonderful, I would highly recommed Dr. Duncan and his staff.

by on 2011-09-15
Best hygienist in the word!

by Anon on 2011-09-15
Dr Duncan and his staff were great got in in and out quickly. Friendly as always!

by Anon on 2011-09-15

I had a great visit. The dental hygienst is wonderful and makes my visit very
enjoyable. Dr. Duncan is very hospitable and thorough with his exam. I always leave
thinking that was a very pleasant visit.

by on 2011-09-14
Thorough and comfortable. Love Trish

by on 2011-09-14
Once again, you make going to the dentist a pleasure.

by on 2011-09-14
Once again, you make going to the dentist a pleasure.

by Anon on 2011-09-13
Everything is great, great team and they do a great, pain free job !!

by Anon on 2011-09-09
I am so glad I made the switch to your practice. I have reccomended a close friend
and my fiancee. They are both new patients!

by on 2011-08-19
Highly recommend, super clean, staff is top notch and does an outstanding job

by on 2011-08-16
Friendly and very accommodating under our circumstances. Doctor and assistance
very experienced and knowledgeable. Our first visit was a good experience

by Anon on 2011-08-15
There is nothing I fear more on a regular basis than a trip to the dentist. Throw me
into a pit filled with snakes,spiders and mother-in-laws a hundred times before I'd
head to get my teeth cleaned. Trish did a great job of ( in order of priority) A. Make
the cleaning painless B. Make the cleaning painless and finally C. Make the cleaning
painless Great job Trish!!!!!

by Anon on 2011-08-12
Dr. Duncan and his staff are so friendly. I am 36 weeks pregnant and had a
toothache. They immediately got me in and were very helpful in getting me the
treatment I needed. Dr. Duncan and his staff are so kind. I will definitely going back
and referring others!

by on 2011-08-11
Thank you, thank you. Pearly whites, mouth feels good and the staff is
friendly/knowledgable. I will recommend to everyone I know. - Kevin Macilvane

by Anon on 2011-08-04
The best dentist ever. Friendly and pain free!

by on 2011-08-02
This is my kind of dental facility--small, friendly, attractive--with a professional,
talented staff. Dr. Duncan is very thorough and careful, and is gentle in doing
whatever needs to be done. He informs you about any problems that may warrant
further attention, but he allows you to decide what you want to have done, and when.
Trish, the hygienist, is equally thorough, careful, and gentle. I have never come away
with sore, aching gums from a too-aggressive teeth cleaning! Donna, in the front
office, is friendly and efficient. All in all, it's a very positive experience.

by Anon on 2011-08-01
Always a positive experience. Very friendly and professional.

by on 2011-07-28
Just had a drill in my mouth at least 30 minutes, but wasn't too bad considering. Got a
phone call to follow up, making sure I was OK. Dr. Duncan is always upfront about
the situation and only does the procedure that is necessary to save the tooth. I am
greatful for such a great team at Dr. JC Duncan's office.

by on 2011-07-26
Everyone in your office is just so friendly!! :) It is always a pleasure to come in for my
cleanings. The only thing I would like more clarification on is what is covered and not
covered by my insurance. I left the office confused about how much I would be
expected to pay out-of-pocket for a night guard, and then what money would be
leftover for cleanings and x-rays. Overall, though, a very positive experience! Thank
you. :)

by on 2011-07-19
Everything went well. I don't believe there was any concerns. It was what we always
expect, which was excellent.

by on 2011-07-09
Always an awesome experience!Friendly staff and nice bedside manner.

by on 2011-07-08
Dr. JC Duncan and staff are very accomodating and the atmosphere is relaxed. Trish
is an excellent hygienist. What a relief to have a dentist that fixes only what needs it
and doesn't pressure to have additional work. No one has money to throw away!

by Anon on 2011-06-30
All the staff at Dr Duncan's office are very friendly and attentive.

by Anon on 2011-06-30
Dr. Duncan is great. Very easy going atmosphere at his office, and he has an
excellent team. He'll tell you what work needs to be done, but doesn't force
unnecessary dental work on his patients, unlike other dentists. I really like Donna, the
receptionist, and his hygienists are always so friendly. I enjoy my visits there. You will
too.

by on 2011-06-23
Fabulous experience. Absolutely wonderful dentist. I highly recommend this dental
office. Friendly, knowledgable, and caring staff. I'm grateful for the person who
recommended it to me so long ago.

by on 2011-06-12
I had worked in the dental field many years ago. I was very impressed with this dental
office. Everyone I encountered was very pleasant and professional. Trish, the dental
hygienist heard I had a gluten allergy and went out of her way to check all the
materials she was using on me and made sure they were gluten free. Dr. Duncan
made me feel comfortable. I loved his bedside manner, sense of humor and
especially his professionalism.

by on 2011-06-08

Everyone at office is the best at what they do! Thanks for the great service and great
teeth!

by Anon on 2011-06-08
Most people would not enjoy going to the dentist first thing in the morning. All of the
people are wonderful, helpful, informative and enjoyable.

by Anon on 2011-06-01
I always have good experiences at the Mr Duncan's office. Donna always calls the
day before the apointment. Never have to wait more than 5 minutes.They are doing a
good job of cleaning my teeth.

by Anon on 2011-05-28
I recommend Dr. Duncan and his staff to anyone. Trish is always pleasant and takes
a genuine interest. Dr. Duncan doesn't push cosmetic or optional services, which is a
relief.

by on 2011-05-26
I also look forward to getting my teeth cleaned every 6 months. Dr. Duncan, Donna
and Trish are the best in the business. I am alway greeted and treated with smiles
and a fun environment. Can't wait to see y'all again in December.

by Anon on 2011-05-24
Always great service, not pushy. Great with kids.

by on 2011-05-21
My family has been going to Dr Duncan for over a decade. It's about a 30 ~ 45 minute
drive from our home, but none of us will even consider another dentist that is closer.
The staff is courteous and flexible with scheduling. Dr Duncan won't try to sell you
services that are unnecessary and they will file with your insurance rather than asking
for payment in full. His office is the best in town!

by on 2011-05-16
Can you believe I actually look forward to my dentist appts? The moment I walk in the
door, I am warmly greeted by Donna. It is like returning to see friends every 6 months!
Tara was friendly and gentle in her care. Dr Duncan is thorough, intelligent, holistic...
we trust him with our whole family. We even moved our children from a pediatric
dentist at an early age, and they kept saying how much kinder the staff was at Dr.
Duncan's office! Thanks for another great appointment.

by on 2011-05-11
Excellent visit this time as always. This office does everything right! Everyone there is
very nice and makes the visit a great one.

